
STRATEGIC PLANNING
 
Trivers Associates partnered with GadellNet to 
update their baseline technology.  Their talented 
staff needed the best tools at their fingertips in 
order to succeed and keep Trivers Associates a top 
architecture and design firm in St. Louis.   
 

» User Experience

» Continuity Plan and Disaster Recovery

» Strategic Deployment and Use of Technology 

» Daily Support

USER EXPERIENCE & COLLABORATION
 
GadellNet identified several user experience 
problems that made work counterproductive and 
inefficient. Wireless networks were unreliable and 
data drops were common. . Users had frequent 
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downtime and did not have confidence in the IT 
organization to solve their needs in a timely manner.  
GadellNet corrected these issues, allowing fewer 
daily disruptions and increased efficiency. 

In addition, GadellNet also improved 
communication by deploying the following:
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WHAT WAS  
PROVIDED?

» 24/7 Support 

» Comprehensive IT Audit 

» Network Engineering

» Cloud Backup 

» Continuity Plan 

» Virtual CIO 

» Strategic Consulting

» Asset Management

» Increase availability and size of email mailboxes 
for enhanced collaboration

» Provided tools for inter-office communication 
including chat, screen sharing and video 
conferencing

» Reduced on premise hardware to minimize 
downtime rist to critical communication tools

Trivers’ aging hardware needed to be refreshed and 
strategically organized. GadellNet proposed a long 
term IT budget based on industry benchmarks, best 
practices and Trivers’ unique budget requirements.  
The long term plan allows Trivers to update their 
current infrastructure, but also provided the insight 
to properly forecast future technology expenses.

CONTINUITY PLANNING & DISASTER 
RECOVERY
 
Before the GadellNet partnership, Trivers 
Associates did not have a continuity plan in the 
case of a hardware, software or weather disaster. 
GadellNet migrated file-based backup system to a 
full continuity platform. This migration decreased 
restore time from days to minutes.  This allows 
a much smaller disruption to billable hours. 
Previously, the validation of backups happened 
annually. With the move to an updated continuity 
plan, this is now done on a daily basis through 
remote monitoring and oversight.

GadellNet was able to bring Trivers Associates 
confidence in their business operations, as they 
now understand the state of their IT and the steps 
needed to restore data in the event of a failure. 
Their data is now properly protected and replicated. 
 

STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT AND USE OF 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Prior to GadellNet, the IT strategy for Trivers 
Associates was managed by a single individual 
without much executive oversight. GadellNet 
now holds regular status and strategy meetings 
to involve the leadership team on key technology 
decisions.  

DAILY SUPPORT 
 
As with all other partners, GadellNet provides 
remote and on-site support. As a part of the 
agreement, GadellNet also staffs a service desk 
engineer at their office two days per week to 
ensure personal interaction with their staff.


